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the new interface is designed to be user-friendly and the samples can be
accessed very quickly so they can be played without having to load the
pattern. all the samples in the cello library are grouped in cello extensions
which you can open separately. in addition to these new samples, the library
contains the same samples as the former solo strings with the exception of
some basic drums such as bass drums and congas. the library contains more
than 40 different drum kits, such as drum loops, drum samples, drum samples
and drum samples. each drum sample is grouped according to gender, type of
drum and which region of the world it comes from (be it the african region, the
middle east, the arabic region, russia, eastern europe or western europe). the
drum samples are made using a real percussion instrument, whether it’s a
real tom, a real snare or any other kind of drum. we recorded them through a
real drum kit and processed them with a real drum sound engine. besides
those samples, we added 24 free loops at the tempo of 130 bpm. these loops
were recorded by looping e.g. recordings of classical piano, guitar, electric
guitars and everything in between. the loops are divided into soft and harder
loops (including varying degrees of motion). every element of the
environment can be recorded and even the human voice can be recorded with
a microphone. you can use these loops whenever you want and to mix them
with the samples. you can edit the samples according to your music and add
effects such as distortions, equalizers, cross-fades, delays and reverbs. if you
want to bring out the individual tones of the instruments, you can use high
and low cut filters. you can use the high cut filter to bring out the bass sounds,
the low cut filter to bring out the treble sounds.
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this is a superb library from 8dio that features a batucada percussion
ensemble. batucada is a substyle of samba and refers to a percussive style,

usually performed by an ensemble, known as a bateria. batucada is
characterized by its repetitive style and fast pace. as is samba, the batucada
is a brazilian musical expression with african roots. ( source ) 8dio's solo taiko
is a dynamic, percussive library that offers a small group of 100+ samples of a

taiko. 8dio's solo taiko is designed to recreate a samba performance. this
sounds includes snare hits, cymbal crashes, bass drum rolls, and more. you

can also edit the samples to cut down on unwanted sound. 8dio's solo taiko is
a dynamic, percussive library that offers a small group of 100+ samples of a

taiko. 8dio's solo taiko is designed to recreate a samba performance. this
sounds includes snare hits, cymbal crashes, bass drum rolls, and more. “taiko
drumming is an incredible art form. these instruments are extremely fun to
play and are full of character,” says taiko drummer kyle barth. “most of the
drums are harmonically rich with great articulations, and most of the drums

can be played with both hands. this makes it a joy to play the drums and gives
you a lot of flexibility and options.” drums from the world is a collection of

world music drums. it contains samples from the following cultures: the afro-
cuban taiko drum, african angompa, african higan, african katikati, african
ngoma, african pata pata, african sabar, african schiz, central and south

american taiko drums, african shekere, african sistrum, bongo, congolese
taiko drum, congolese shekere, haitian taiko drum, haida drum, indonesian

sanggup, indonesian taktak, japanese taiko drum, japanese omonagashi, latin
american azteca, middle eastern taqsim, north african djembe, north african
sikak, peruvian percussion, polynesian taiko, polynesian ula, polynesian vocal

instruments, polynesian war drum, south african batikulu, south african
n’gambi, south african zulu, turkish taiko, turkish zurna, turkish zilbun, vahin,

and yoruba drum. 5ec8ef588b
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